Worldview Stanford creates interdisciplinary learning experiences about the future to prepare leaders for the strategic challenges ahead.

The Science of Decision Making

Immersive Course

How does the latest research in neuroscience, psychology, and behavioral economics help us model, influence and improve decision-making?

Winter & Summer 2015

Beyond Big Data

Immersive Course

How will Big Data evolve and generate new insights, power, influence and value?

Spring & Fall 2015

Environmental Risk & Resilience

Scenario Planning Training

Learn scenario planning by developing scenarios on how key environmental changes and their potential impacts could reshape our futures.

Summer & Fall 2015

START ONLINE

Explore multimedia content, featuring interdisciplinary perspectives from around the world and commentary from Stanford experts. Acquire the foundations, frameworks and perspectives to inform your decisions. Direct the depth, pace and timing of your learning.

THEN COME TO STANFORD

Immerse yourself in a multi-day, hands-on experience with 40 diverse Worldview participants from business, government, and nonprofits. Engage with Stanford experts and visit local innovators on the frontiers of change.

Space is limited—apply now! worldview.stanford.edu